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Martin Morris has a very effective way of teaching drawing. In his class he includes numerous
processes, which provide a deeper understanding of possible appearance of forms. He also puts a
focus on rediscovering our basic primal senses (smell, touch, hearing etc.) which seems to decline in
a modern technological world.
His methods of teaching make it easier for us to overcome this obstruction and help to dissolve the
blockades that stand in the way. With his excellence in conveying knowledge, it´s no wonder, that he
has the reputation of being the best live action drawing teacher in the UK.
Nikolaus Jantsch

University of Applied Arts, Vienna
Head of the Animation

A cultural exchange was organised between IABA at KSA and the
Animation course at the University of Applied Arts Vienna. I was asked
by Head of Department Geoff Grandfield to bring my knowledge of
drawing and animation, combined with experiences and process I had
had and developed at Kingston and the RCA and such in education as
well as my experiences of working internationally with Ogilvy & Mather,
to design a deliver a workshop that encouraged interdisciplinary
practices knowledge exchange in the fields of moving image and
drawing.
I designed a brief that focused on drawing processes which I had been
developing over the years in Industry and education and moving image
which I initially specialised in, combined with technology to investigate
and develop ideas in moving image, create sensation and feeling; to
launch ideas and associations in the viewer rather than tell a straight
ahead story.

We focused on the studios at Kingston in River House. One aim of the
workshop was to answer the problem we confront year on year with
more and more students working remotlety and due to the technology
on smaller and smaller scales.
We based ourselves in two rooms and worked between them. The life
drawing room and the animation suite. In doing this we created a hub
of activity, a place to come and play, work organically, naturally moving
ideas and results from the life room and populating the computer room
with hand drawn images.
Students who were not in the workshop came by and hung out as their
was an energy they wanted to be around.

This small community that developed across the two studios also generated
a drive in the students making the work, many turning up early to ‘crack on’.
Music played, cups of coffee flowed, films played on the projector. Students
gave each other advice on the work they were seeing, not competing with
each other but actively trying to encourage development in their fellow
students. I went from leading the workshop to facilitating it toward the end
as it led itself.
The results were screened at the Austrian Cultural Forum and the students
got the chance to see their marks and unconscious ideas flowing and
jumping on a large screen. It was a very successful workshop, especially in
methodologies toward enhancing the student experience through working
methodologies that were also applied to industry. Ideas and experiences I
had had with Ogilvy were now working coherently within a University
education and the students had benefited from this outcome, much as
Ogilvy had benefited from creative problem solving through drawing that I
had developed in part at Kingston.

The Vienna side of the exchange took ideas from the workshop in Kingston,
combined them with their current working methods and added another
element, that of narrative or subject structure. Whereas the workshop in
Kingston focused on drawing and sound as a way to investigate possibilities
and outcomes in moving image, that were a result of playing or ‘finding’
without preconceiving a result, the workshop in Vienna brought in drawing
ideas as a way to 1) link the workshops from the offset and 2) a tool to
investigate a subject or narrative; in this case the idea of the ‘Uncanny’. This
allowed us to organically develop broad ideas in the first workshop at
Kingston toward a focused outcome where all the work made could be
assessed, when viewed, in relation to the concept of the Uncanny. This
‘bringing together’ is something I brought into the module I lead where in
the second Teaching Block we take ideas from workshops and the students
focus them toward a holistic, resolved outcome. The Vienna workshop also
took the investigative ideas on drawing we focused on indoors at Kingston
and took them outside, applying them to Vienna Natural History museum,
the Sigmund Freud Museum and the Victorian mental asylum The Fools
Tower.

Geoff Grandfield and myself gave talks on our work to the students in
while in Vienna. This worked exceptionally well as the two workshops,
thus far, had created a tight knit group that were working, eating and
drinking together, forming creative relationships where ideas and
thoughts were discussed (friendships between students carry on to this
day), and with the talks it allowed the students to see their relationship
with us tutors as being much closer in how we faced the same creative
problems in our work and how ideas can be developed over time. We
were on the same level with the same creative questions we all
continue to strive and answer.

The results of these workshops were dynamic and the experience of
the students, and especially for myself were formative, it allowed us all
to consider new processes and ideas to carry us forward, be them
student or tutor, it allowed for a more playful yet professional approach
to be used within our work. I took away ideas for approaches to
analogue and digital working methods which I have since combined on
the module I lead.

The exchange also took place the following year led by Russell Weekes
focused on sound and this year (2020) we doing it again and I am
designing and delivering the brief along with Head of Course Paddy
Molly. It takes ideas from key pedagogic and research approaches
evidenced in the Grey Space academic paper published by intellect
Books (see pdf) the previous workshops described above and the
Drawing Room workshop, the Colab residency at Owlpen Manner I led
(see Colab Case Study pdf) and the Illustration Animation Drawing
Room Collaboration led by Betsy Dadd and myself (see Drawing Room
Collaboration pdf). We are also working with Immersive Labs, a
government funded VR studio based at the National Film and Television
School (NFTS) with a view of using new technologies toward
investigating and combining drawing and moving image.
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DATES:

Main Briefing 5thFeb 2018
Module Workshops and studio time 5th to 9th Feb,
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PROJECT TITLE:

Drawing, Sensation And
Movement
The extension of the discipline of drawing into the further dimension of
time and space

CONTEXT
A weeks workshop focused on drawing and animation. A collaboration between students from
the University of Applied Arts in Vienna and Kingston University. Animation can be figurative or
abstract in its design and process. We will attempt to consider drawing and animation as a way of
showing how we each individually experience the world through our feelings and emotions to allow
a different, even somewhat unknown, outcome.
We will produce animation based on observational drawing, feeling and imagination. How do you
draw, conceive of movement and edit sequences together when you are given the time and space to
play and make mistakes? Is it possible, in some way, to disregard convention to develop and
produce new ideas and even new narratives? And what use might these methods and ideas be in
your own practice?
The week is split into 3 distinct sections. These are:
1. Observational drawing
2. Investigation of drawings through animation
3. Editing as drawing
each section will feed into the other, at times weaving back and forth to form a holistic, organic
process of working.
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BRIEF:
‘’Creativity Is In The Mistakes’’
Tracey Emin
During the week we shall use drawing as a way of recording what we see around us through
sensation and feeling. We shall then consider these drawings, how they feel/communicate and how
they might move in time and space. Every drawing can have its own way of suggesting movement
depending on who is animating it and how they experience the world. We shall start by investigating
feeling, sensation and response to physical stimuli through observational drawing before taking
these images and filtering them through movement or more precisely how you feel they might move
and consequently how these drawn sequences align with one another when laid out to create as yet
unknown dynamics, tensions and suggested narratives or as described by film maker Terrence
Davies ‘’Emotional Logic’’.
Working individually and in small groups you shall push your drawings and ideas in unknown
directions. You will be encouraged to take risks and make mistakes, even allow others to change
your work in some way. The goal is not to be precious or overly protective of your work but instead
be willing to take risks to generate new ideas and insights. Through your drawings and marks you
will play with the seemingly infinite white space you are confronted with each frame of your
animation. You will seek to manipulate this space to create tensions and harmonies in marks and
movement.
By the end of the week shall produce animations about your experience of the exchange
workshop between Kingston and Lucerne, these animations will communicate the intensity of the
moment(s) in which you made the drawings. These animations will show an understanding of
drawing, sensation and movement as a way of investigating and developing ideas. You will carry
away with you not just your numerous drawings but also a mental outlook on the creative process
that will allow you to consider ways of working that may be useful to you in the future.
1. Exploratory drawing
2. Movement through play
3. Drawing and emotional narrative considerations through editing
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Teaching & Learning Strategy
This workshop week will take place between the animation studio, the life drawing room and the
main studio (studio 1). It comprises of group and individual work with a heavy emphasis on
observational drawing and the consideration of each process in the weeks workshop as a facet of
drawing.

AIMS/Learning Outcomes (DEFINITIVE)






To synthesise original, imaginative and communicative drawing with movement and space
To allow yourself to make mistakes and understand that mistakes can propel new ideas to
the fore
To gain greater confidence in how you naturally and instinctively draw and animate
To work as a group when required and then on your own, to understand your strengths and
weaknesses and how they can be applied in the most potent way when faced with creative
problems
To understand drawing as something that not only exists on paper but as an overarching
mental process that can be applied to different areas or technique
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